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A B S T R A C T

For a holistic approach in developing the stress-resilient crops of the 21st century, modern genomic biology will
need to re-envision the underappreciated phenomena in classical genetics, and incorporate them into the new
plant breeding paradigm. Advances in evolutionary genomics support a theory that genetic recombination under
genome shock during hybridization of widely divergent parents is an important driver of adaptive speciation, by
virtue of the novelties of rare hybrids and recombinants. The enormous potential of genetic network rewiring to
generate developmental or physiological novelties with adaptive advantage to special ecological niches has been
appreciated. Developmental and physiological reconfiguration through network rewiring involves intricate
molecular synergies controlled both at the genetic and epigenetic levels, as typified by the phenomenon of
transgressive segregation, observed in both natural and breeding populations. This paper presents modern views
on the possible molecular underpinnings of transgressive phenotypes as they are created in plant breeding,
expanded from classical explanations through the Omnigenic Theory for quantitative traits and modern paradigms
of epigenetics. Perspectives on how genomic biology can fully exploit this phenomenon to create novel phe-
notypes beyond what could be achieved through the more reductionist approach of functional genomics are
presented in context of genomic modeling.

1. Introduction

The grand challenge of widespread hunger and malnutrition across
the developing world during the mid-20th century was addressed es-
sentially through ideotype breeding during the Green Revolution. What
could be perceived today as the low hanging fruits were the main focus
of ideotype breeding through the prevailing paradigms of classical ge-
netics. For example, modern high-yielding varieties of rice were bred
for ideal plant architecture and productivity potential by altering spe-
cific morphological and physiological traits. These efforts led to the new
generation of semi-dwarf, photoperiod-insensitive, and nutrient-effi-
cient plants with high harvest index under conditions of ample nutrient
and water supply, optimal temperature and light, and with low po-
tential for pre-harvest and post-harvest losses [1,2].

In the 21st century, when global population is expected to reach 10
billion, the challenge is even grander – more foods need to be produced
with much less land, water, and nutrients, amidst climate change and
widespread environmental marginalization [3]. Complicating it further
is the question of whether it is possible to further elevate the ceiling of
the plateauing crop yield, given the concerns that the inherent genetic
potentials may have already been maximized. Therefore, additional
complexities have been added to the equation. Picking the low hanging

fruits will no longer be an adequate approach to the grander challenge
as the frontier is pushed even further. Few experts propose that the key
is a fresh new perspective and improved paradigms for creating novel
phenotypes, i.e., plants with minimal penalty to growth and productivity
under marginalized environments. The challenge is indeed grand, and
the complex solution will require reconciliation with inevitable trade-
offs.

2. The era of genomic biology in plant breeding

While classical genetics was key to the success of ideotype breeding,
there is high optimism that the current paradigms of genomic biology
will finally conquer the last frontier of biological complexity. Two
components of the most recent paradigm shifts are genomic selection
and genome editing. With the wealth of genome sequence information
that are being generated, genomic selection provides a means to sta-
tistically predict the value of a given genotype in breeding, by modeling
the most optimal allelic combinations across the entire genome that
maximize the phenotypic potential of an individual under a given en-
vironment [4,5].

Genome editing promises to create new alleles, correct defective
alleles, and/or to a certain degree, pyramid compatible alleles across
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the genome to achieve the desired phenotypes or to remove genetic
drags that undermine the true phenotypic potential, all in the absence
of sexual hybridization [6]. With the genomic biology paradigm, it has
become a common thinking that the novel phenotypes that were not
achieved by ideotype breeding and by the subsequent marker-assisted
selection and transgenic revolution will soon become a reality. How-
ever, with cautious optimism, given the inherent complexities of ge-
netic, biochemical, and physiological networks and synergies that al-
most always involve inevitable biological trade-offs, it is still not very
clear exactly how much transformative outcome genomic selection and
genome editing could contribute, above and beyond the low hanging
fruits that were already achieved during the Green Revolution. Strate-
gies on how to fully harness natural diversity to create new genomic
and epigenomic combinations need to be re-envisioned by interfacing
modern genomic biology with classical approaches for creating re-
combinants.

3. Genetic novelty – an ecological and evolutionary paradigm to
better appreciate a classic phenomenon in plant breeding

With the accomplishments of the Green Revolution, and then the era
of marker-assisted selection and transgenic technology in plant
breeding, what remains to be addressed are the much higher level
biological complexities that fine-tune the innate ability of certain gen-
otypes or species to flourish under marginalized environments, espe-
cially water-limited, contaminated, and nutrient-depleted environ-
ments. An important consideration is that photosynthesis and many
other cellular and physiological processes that made plants in general
an evolutionary success, are products of millions of years of optimiza-
tion by natural selection. Water is among the most critical components
of such processes. Therefore, significantly removing water from the
equation would seem like an overly ambitious aspiration, even with the
high-resolution technologies of genomic biology.

According to the dogma of evolutionary biology, novel phenotypes
often have special adaptive capacity to specific ecological niches, and
this has important contributions to adaptive speciation through the
establishment of new evolutionary lineages [7,8]. Therefore, genetic
processes central to how plants evolved to achieve an inherent capacity
to flourish under marginal environments should be embraced in geno-
mics-assisted breeding to illuminate how the new paradigms of
genomic selection and genome editing should approach the challenge of
creating novel plant phenotypes, without being reductionist. Plant
evolutionary biologists have long been fascinated with the occurrence
of the so called ‘genetic novelties’ in the context of adaptation and their
roles in speciation. The importance of hybrids in nucleating the for-
mation of adaptive novelties have been a topic of debate [9–11]. For
example, drastic developmental or morphological changes with adap-
tive advantages in natural populations have been theorized to be a
common occurrence in plants. In the absence of macromutation to ac-
count for such changes, the importance of saltation speciation through
changes in ploidy levels during interspecies hybridization has been
appreciated [12].

Another important theory on the evolutionary significance of ge-
netic novelties came not only from the appreciation of the importance
of natural hybridization, but more importantly from the recent re-
cognition that changes in developmental and adaptive phenotypes in-
volve optimal interactions at the genomic level. These interactions fa-
cilitate the assembly of ideal synergies across many genes and their
alleles throughout the genome, which is possible only through genetic
recombination. Relevant to this theory is a relatively common outcome
of conventional plant breeding, the phenomenon of transgressive segre-
gation. This phenomenon is characterized by quantitative phenotypes
across biparental recombinant inbred, backcross or even early genera-
tion segregating populations that are beyond the parental range, i.e.,
better than the superior parent or worse than the inferior parent. The
likelihood of transgressive phenotypes is said to be higher with wider

genetic diversity between the two parents, like in the case of inter-
species hybrids [13–15].

While it is yet to be definitively proven, ecological studies and
common observations in plant breeding support the hypothesis that
transgressive phenotypes could be an important driver of rapid adap-
tive evolution in natural populations, perhaps much more so than
macromutation. Because intraspecies and interspecies hybridization are
natural occurrences, it is logical to think that wide genetic re-
combination in nature would create an array of recombinant in-
dividuals that can provide an enormous permutation of genetic poten-
tials from where selection for positive (adaptive) or negative
(deleterious) biochemical and/or physiological attributes and their in-
teractions could operate. In plant breeding, transgressive segregation is
indeed more common for traits that provide adaptive advantage under
sub-optimal environments [14,16–18].

4. Transgressive segregation and genetic networks

While relatively common in plant breeding, the precise molecular
underpinnings of transgressive phenotypes remain unclear. Gain of
novel attributes has been likened to overdominance in heterotic F1
hybrids (hybrid vigor). However, unlike heterosis, transgressive phe-
notypes as they occur in recombinants are trans-generationally stable.
Evolutionary biology offered several theories to explain the mechan-
isms governing the novelties of transgressive segregants, and several are
directly relevant to the paradigms of classical plant breeding as well as
genomic biology [11,12].

According to conventional wisdom, transgressive phenotypes are
due to positive or negative complementation of additive alleles, epi-
static interactions of unique parental attributes, unmasking of recessive
alleles from a heterozygous parent, or any combinations of these me-
chanisms. For example, seminal studies on interspecies segregating
populations of tomato (Solanum lycopersicon x Solanum pennellii)
showed that allelic complementation for multiple quantitative trait loci
(QTL) could create non-parental phenotypes in non-epistatic fashion.
Many of the parental QTL alleles that showed non-epistatic positive
complementation in transgressive segregants had opposite phenotypic
effects in their parental genetic background [14]. Other examples in
both crop and non-crop species also showed that non-parental pheno-
types could also be created through epistatic interactions of QTL
[19,20]. In other words, transgressive phenotypes are consequences of
very large permutations by which the genomes of two genetically di-
vergent parents could be shuffled through genetic recombination,
which could lead to many possible types of interactions, both ideal and
non-ideal. Some of these interactions may be more common or rarer
than others (discussed further in later sections).

The classical theories can be further expanded in context of the
recently proposed ‘Omnigenic Theory’ on quantitative traits. According
to this theory, all genes across the genome that are expressed in the
same spatio-temporal manner as the causal or 'core' genes, potentially
contribute to the full potential of quantitative traits [21–23]. For in-
stance, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) on quantitatively in-
herited diseases across human populations have shown that only a re-
latively small portion (˜20%) of phenotypic variance can be explained
by the so called ‘core genes’, which are the genes that significantly affect
the phenotype when mutated. These core genes encode the proteins
that are directly involved in the primary pathway causal to the disease.
Complementing and/or supplementing the core genes are the ‘peripheral
genes’ comprised possibly of hundreds if not thousands of other genes or
loci across the genome whose effects on the phenotype although cu-
mulative, are too minute to be picked up individually by GWAS. These
peripheral genes are so numerous that their individual trans-effects on
the pathway that directly influence the disease are diluted. However,
combined altogether, peripheral genes could explain as much as 70% of
phenotypic variance. The concept of core and peripheral genes is
practically an extension of common observations in plant breeding
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wherein large effect QTL can be accurately predicted with markers, but
numerous QTL with minute but additive effects are much harder to
predict [5].

In line with the Omnigenic Theory, it is likely that shuffling of widely
divergent parental genomes through genetic recombination creates
novel assemblages of core and peripheral genes, or major and minor
effect QTL. Possible outcomes in transgressive segregants are uniquely
and optimally rewired regulatory networks that are free from any ne-
gative genetic linkage effects and/or physiological drags responsible for
large trade-offs. Conceivably, this mechanism involves major regulatory
genes acting at the transcriptional level (activators or repressors) that
acquired far more optimal effects in their recombinant genomic en-
vironment, because of unique assemblage of compatible cohort reg-
ulators and their target regulatory clusters (Fig. 1A). Target regulatory
clusters must exhibit highly efficient interaction with their upstream
regulators because of optimal cis-element configuration. Com-
plementation and epistatic interaction facilitate either the elaboration

or reduction of a regulon [24,25].
Non-parental forms of transcriptional regulatory proteins with

drastically changed activities or affinities to their target clusters may
also be created as a consequence of the phenomenon of ‘genome shock’
(discussed in detail in the epigenetics section). For instance, in past studies,
we observed the occurrence of non-parental allozyme profiles among
backcross derivatives of O. sativa (AA-genome) with wild species O.
australiensis (EE-genome) and O. brachyantha (FF-genome) (Fig. 1B). We
hypothesized that the novel protein was the product of exon shuffling,
triggered by perturbed recombination [26]. A similar phenomenon
could be triggered by genome shock between genetically divergent
parents during intraspecies hybridization. Network rewiring would be a
possible outcome if the novel proteins created are transcription factors
acting upstream to a large number of target genes.

It is likely that shuffling of parental genomes could change the
composition and pairing of trans-acting miRNAs and their multiple
target genes. This could lead to gain of expression of regulatory genes
through the release of post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) due to
the unpairing of compatible miRNAs during independent assortment
(Fig. 1C). Conversely, an elaborate regulon can be drastically mini-
mized because of the acquisition of compatible miRNAs for certain
genes in the pathway, switching in effect the PTGS for some control
points in the regulon. Recombination maps of the human genome
showed higher frequencies of acquired sequence variants around re-
combination regions [27–29]. It is possible that the silencing sequences
of trans-acting miRNAs could be gained or lost across generations of
recombination under genome shock, and the likelihood of that hap-
pening may be a function of sequence/structural diversity between
homologous or homeologous chromosomes.

In all of these scenarios, the common consequences are either ela-
boration or abbreviation of transcriptional networks that may lead to
novel biochemical or physiological effects. Similar effects may also be
expected if epistatic interactions occur between certain new combina-
tions of core and peripheral genes, either with positive or negative
consequences. Indeed, our recent analysis of the recombinant inbred
(RIL) population of rice derived from Xian/Indica (IR29) and Aus

Fig. 1. Hypothetical models illustrating the possible origins of non-additive
transcriptome signatures and network rewiring effects in transgressive segre-
gants in context of the synergies between core and peripheral (trans-effect)
genes. (A) Coupling of compatible transcriptional regulators A1A1 from parent-
B and A2A2 from parent-A creates positive effects. Target genes of A1A1/A2A2

coupling may be contributed by either parent-A (A3A3 or a3a3 to AnAn or anan)
or parent-B (B3B3 or b3b3 to BnBn or bnbn). In the model, only An alleles form
positive synergy to create an elaborate genetic network. Rare transgressive
recombinants are comprised of an elaborate network because of maximal sy-
nergies among a large number of An alleles in the same genetic background.
Differential interaction between regulators and target genes could be due to
sequence variation between parental alleles. The concepts of genetic linkage
and physiological drags are shown with loci X1X1 and Y1Y1 undermining the
potential of A5A5 and A8A8, respectively. These drags are segregated in the
recombinant individual with an elaborate regulon. (B) Genome shock may
trigger exon shuffling towards the formation of novel recombinant transcrip-
tional regulatory proteins that could facilitate network rewiring similar to the
effect shown in Fig. 1A. Diagram illustrates the proposed mechanism for non-
parental allozymic patterns observed in interspecies recombinants of Oryza (AA
genome x EE genome, AA-genome x FF-genome). The e1, e2, and e3 are
homeologous exons and i1 and i2 are homeologous introns, with indels and
sequence variation indicated by colored blocks and vertical lines, respectively.
Exon shuffling could lead to the formation of novel allozyme in the transgres-
sive segregant with non-parental net charge (ΔA1E1, ΔA2F2). (C) Coupling and
uncoupling of trans-acting miRNAs and target genes from either parents could
switch on or off the post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) mechanisms
operating on major components of the genetic network, with expected rewiring
effects similar to what is shown in Fig. 1A. R3R3, R8R8, and RnRn are repressors
of B3B3, B8B8 and BnBn, respectively that are silenced by coupling with their
cognate miRNAs from the other parent. PTGS of A2A2 by miRA2A2 causes a
partial shut-off of the AnAn regulon.
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(Pokkali) parents for salinity tolerance showed that transgressive phe-
notypes were accompanied by non-additive transcriptome signatures,
including non-parental co-expressed gene clusters (eQTL), which were
trans-generationally transmitted (Unpublished results). These sig-
natures were apparent particularly for regulatory genes such as tran-
scription factors as well as miRNAs, thus relevant to the theory of
network rewiring (Fig. 2).

5. Additive and non-additive physiological profiles of
transgressive segregants

Taking it even further, the network rewiring concept and Omnigenic
Theory may also be expanded in the context of the resulting physiolo-
gical reconfiguration. For example, we have recently conducted an in-
depth investigation of a comparative panel consisting of representative
non-transgressive individuals and their rare transgressive siblings for
salinity tolerance from the Xian/Indica (IR29) x Aus (Pokkali) RIL

population that was developed at the International Rice Research
Institute (IRRI). Combining the earlier phenotypic data for Na+ ex-
clusion properties generated at IRRI [30,31] with more comprehensive
physiological and growth profiling of this population (Unpublished
results), we have established that phenotypic gains in select individuals
involve an ideal coupling and/or uncoupling of multiple physiological
attributes beyond the impact of Na+ exclusion properties. Based on the
available data, we hypothesized that such coupling and coupling me-
chanisms create either complementation, synergism, antagonism, or
physiological drag effects as summarized in the hypothetical model in
Fig. 3. The outcomes of the coupling and uncoupling mechanisms ap-
peared to be largely responsible for optimal or non-optimal integration
of growth and development-related and stress-related responses that
define the overall phenotypic potential of recombinant individuals.
Digital phenotyping and transcriptome and metabolome profiling in-
dicated that the superiority of positive transgressive recombinant was
largely due to significant reduction in penalty to nutrient utilization

Fig. 2. Patterns in the salt stress transcriptomes of representative recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from a cross between Xian/Indica (IR29-P1, salt-intolerant)
and Aus (Pokkali-P2, salt-tolerant) rice as an example of potential network rewiring in transgressive individuals (ΔP2+, super-tolerant; ΔP1-, super-intolerant). (A)
Top panel shows co-expression profiles (T0 = control, T1 = early time point under salt stress, T2 = late time-point under salt stress) representing some examples of
additive and non-additive (i.e., transgressive gain or loss) patterns among transcription factors (total= 950), non-transcription factors (total= 13,058), and miRNAs
(total= 576) in ΔP2+ relative to P1 and P2. Bottom panel shows the binary representation of the TMM-based heat maps on the top panel based on average
expression values per cluster (i.e., TMM > 0.1 was considered expressed). Dendrograms show different patterns of expression similarities and differences in ΔP2+
relative to P1 and P2. (B) Co-expression network for OsNHX1 (vacuolar Na+/H+ antiporter) that included genes with +0.95 (gray lines) and -0.95 (pink lines)
expression correlation with OsNHX1. The model illustrates different points of overlaps across parents and progenies as well as unique patterns in progenies,
suggestive of additive and non-additive effects.
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and partitioning, hence lesser metabolic impairment and lesser net re-
duction in growth and vigor by the impact of osmotic and ionic stress
compared to larger net losses in the parents and other siblings (Un-
published results).

Preliminary results of metabolomic profiling also suggested that the
acquired attributes of positive transgressive segregants are manifesta-
tions of better cellular homeostasis, because of reduced costs to meta-
bolic flux, when biochemical intermediates are constantly being di-
verted towards the demands for adjustments to cellular dysfunctions,
defenses and repair (Unpublished results). Different components of
this physiological synergism or antagonism appeared to be contributed
by either parents as illustrated in the hypothetical model (Fig. 3). On
top of this, positive transgressive recombinants also maintained the
ideal growth attributes of either parents, with acquired non-parental
developmental attributes for no obvious penalty to fitness. As a bottom
line, these trends can be perceived as an indication of harmony between
metabolic and energetic costs, net gains and losses, and biological
trade-offs. In other words, a critical aspect of a transgressive phenotype
is not only putting together the best attributes of both parents together,
but those parental attributes as well as the reconfigured ones must be
perfectly compatible with zero or minimal additional costs that could
create physiological drags hence biological trade-offs [25].

6. Could epigenetics contribute to transgressive phenotypes?

During interspecies hybridization, two diploid alien genomes are

forced to coexist together in the same nucleus, and this creates an effect
known as ‘genome shock’. Subsequently after inducing allote-
traploidization, aberrant juxtaposition of alien chromosomes for
meiotic pairing could occur, which perturbs crossing-over to generate
chromosomal rearrangements (translocation, deletion, inversion, du-
plications) in one or both homeologs [32–35]. One likely consequence
discussed earlier is exon shuffling, which could lead to novel gene
products with new functions. Genomic perturbations caused by the
shock could also affect the functionality of one or both alien genomes
by triggering the activation of dormant transposable elements, and/or
by drastically changing the regulatory control of certain genes, entire
loci, and as already mentioned, the silenced state of transposable ele-
ments, all due to ‘position effects’ [33,36,37]. Because transposable
elements are tamed by DNA methylation, the destabilizing effects to
such mechanism that is triggered as the two alien genomes confront
each other could lead to drastic changes in DNA methylation landscape,
and perhaps even chromatin and histone status. Altered DNA methy-
lation landscape causes random gene silencing or reactivation of si-
lenced genes, which may be responsible at least in part to the non-
additive transcriptome signatures (transcriptome shock) that are often
observed in interspecies hybrids [36,38–40]. Therefore, the phenom-
enon of genome shock as illuminated by studies on synthetic allote-
traploids triggers epigenomic modification through DNA methylation,
and perhaps even chromatin changes through histone modification. It is
currently unclear how much the mechanism of RNA-directed DNA me-
thylation (RdDM) may be contributing to this process.

Fig. 3. Hypothetical model illustrating the unique coupling and uncoupling of positive and negative physiological attributes as inspired by actual data from the
analysis of the Xian/Indica (IR29) x Aus (Pokkali) RIL population of rice that segregated transgressivelyfor salinity tolerance. The distribution of phenotypic scores
(Standard Evaluation Score or SES) based on the overall severity of injuries in each plant across a population of 1000 individuals is shown in the top panel. Parental
(P1, P2) and transgressive (ΔP1-, worse than P1; ΔP2+, better than P2) phenotypic classes are indicated in the distribution. Each group of colored circles and
hexagons (large circle= core; small circle= peripheral) represents a hypothetical subset of critical morpho-physiometric attributes with either additive, com-
plementary or non-additive effects to the overall phenotypic potential of P1, P2, ΔP1-, ΔP2+, and representative intermediate. Each morpho-physiometric attribute is
given an arbitrary positive or negative value to reflect the relative weight and direction of their contributions to phenotypic potential. Sum of positive and negative
values gives a net gain from the additive/complementary effects. In addition, two additional morpho-physiometric attributes with neutral effects (open circles) hence
values of zero (0) in P1 and P2 are shown to be reconfigured (hexagons) by network rewiring in ΔP1- and ΔP2+ . These changes may influence the net attributes
either positively (gain) or negatively (additional physiological drags or penalties).
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It is also not understood how much of genome shock could possibly
be occurring between two homologous haploid genomes that are in the
process of forming diploid hybrids. Furthermore, it is unclear how
much of the changes in the epigenomic landscape of diploid re-
combinants can be induced by genome shock. It is not unthinkable
though that genome shock could be a relatively common occurrence in
intraspecies hybrids as long as there is wide enough of genetic distance
between the two parental genomes. In fact, non-additive transcriptome
signatures are commonly observed in intraspecies F1 hybrids as well as
in recombinants. Indeed, this assumption is consistent with the theo-
retical predictions that transgressive segregation should be more
common in intraspecies than interspecies hybrids [11]. This theory can
be justified by common observations that genome size, organization,
and complexity could be vastly different even between ecotypes within
the same species, allowing speculation on their potential impact to
chromosome pairing during meiosis. Variations like these often de-
termine the magnitude of intraspecies reproductive incompatibilities
especially among self-pollinated plants, which has been hypothesized to
be due to genome shock.

For example, it is well established that hybridization across the
major varietal groups of cultivated rice (Oryza sativa, Xian/Indica,
Geng/Japonica, circum-Aus, and circum-Basmati groups), occasionally
leads to hybrid sterility. Whole genome sequence comparison across the
rice 3K diversity panel spanning these varietal groups showed that
genomes vary substantially in terms of size, density and distribution of
various types of repetitive sequences including transposons, tandemly
duplicated genes, structural variation, and insertion/deletion [41–43].
Because repetitive sequences and transposons are major drivers of
genome methylation and demethylation, it is not hard to imagine that
any destabilization caused by genome shock that reactivates dormant
transposable elements could potentially cause changes in DNA methy-
lation landscape, similar to what is known in synthetic allotetraploids.

Genomic CG content also varies substantially across the varietal
groups of cultivated rice. Our analysis of the distribution of sequence
motifs and genomic islands that could serve as cytosine methylation
contexts (CG, CHG, CHH) across genomes in the 3K diversity panel of

rice indicated a potentially wide intraspecies methylome diversity
across the cultivated germplasm. This diversity may contribute to
genomic shock when widely contrasting epigenomes confront each
other during recombination, as it is often observed based on the oc-
currence of hybrid sterility in certain cross combinations. It is therefore
highly likely that DNA methylation landscape could be extensively
modified by intraspecies recombination under genome shock. Indeed,
this hypothesis has been indirectly supported by a recent report that in
F1 hybrids of genetically diverse Arabidopsis parents (Col x C24), dif-
ferentially methylated regions (DMRs) can be traced to either parental
epigenome or completely modified relative to parental epi-loci (i.e.,
epigenome confrontation). Changes in DNA methylation landscape were
shown to be facilitated by RdDM in a sequence-dependent manner
[44–46].

Intraspecies genome shock and the resulting perturbations in chro-
mosome pairing and crossing-over may also cause chromosomal re-
arrangements depending on how much genomic difference exists be-
tween the parents [47]. If and when they occur, these rearrangements
may cause both genetic and epigenetic changes by virtue of the phe-
nomenon of ‘position effect’. The position effect variegation (PEV) for
eye color in Drosophila is a more recent example of this phenomenon
[48]. The variegated red/white eye phenotype was due to translocation
of a large chromosomal segment containing the eye color gene from its
original location distal to the centromere to a new location proximal to
the centromere, which maintains constitutive hypermethylation and
heterochromatin. Translocation caused the repositioned eye color gene
to be engulfed by the hypermethylated status of the neighboring het-
erochromatic centromeric region in certain cells, causing the unstable
gene suppression by methylation. In the context of the position effect
phenomenon, it is not hard to imagine that genomic loci originating
from transcriptionally inactive (hypermethylated) regions of donor
chromatin could be repositioned by genome shock to transcriptionally
active (hypomethylated) region in the genetic background of trans-
gressive segregant. In such a scenario, it is likely that inactive reg-
ulatory genes (e.g., transcription factors) could be expressed because
they are freed from the methylation control of their chromatin of origin.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the potential con-
sequences of genome shock and epigenome
confrontation based on the patterns observed
in recombinant chromosome-2 of ΔP- and
ΔP2+ derived from the Xian/Indica (IR29) x
Aus (Pokkali) RIL population. Non-parental
patterns of DNA methylation in all three con-
texts, ncRNA expression, and transcriptional
activities in each loci are mapped along the
chromosome. Methylation patterns of genomic
regions not marked are parentally derived.
Genotype and methylome data were based on
whole-genome sequence assembly.
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Taken together all the scenarios discussed above, genome shock
could have important consequences at the epigenomic level by causing
either localized or global changes in DNA methylation landscape, and
even histone landscape. Two diverse epigenomic states confronting
each other during recombination could potentially create novel pat-
terns with significant impacts to global genetic networks (Fig. 4). This is
especially profound when taken in light of the Omnigenic Theory,
where many possible forms of interactions could occur between core
genes and peripheral genes or loci. Indeed, results of our preliminary
methylome, chromatin capture and Hi-C analyses of transgressive
salinity tolerant rice from Xian/Indica (IR29) x Aus (Pokkali) RIL po-
pulation showed that recombinants could have epigenomic and chro-
matin landscapes that can be traced to either parent or completely non-
parental, with strong correlations with the non-parental patterns in the
transcriptome (Fig. 4; Unpublished results). Given the supposition
that any two divergent genomes have largely contrasting epigenomic
and chromatin landscapes, it is possible that genomic loci originating
from hypermethylated regions of donor chromatin could be reposi-
tioned by recombination to a new hypomethylated environment. This
hypothesis can be applied to both core-effect and trans-effect genes or
loci.

Additionally, the concept of trans-effects proposed by the Omnigenic
Theory may not necessarily be limited to coding regions across the
genome outside of the core genes. While much of the sequence poly-
morphisms occur within non-coding regions of genomes, not much is
known about the potential importance of these regions as possible trans-
effect loci to core genes. Non-coding regions are major origins of siRNAs
and are often subjected to drastic changes in DNA methylation. Recent
studies in Arabidopsis showed that complexes of different CLASSY chro-
matin remodeling factors (CLSY1-4) and RNA Pol IV are required for the
production of 24 nt siRNAs, which target specific genomic regions for
RdDM in highly context-specific (CG, CHG, CHH) manner. These findings
indicate that de novo methylation and its consequential gene silencing
effects are tightly regulated and location-specific [49].

An interesting question is whether the full potential of core genes and
their networks with peripheral genes or loci could be influenced by the
patterns of siRNA expression across the genome, and by the changes in
methylation patterns of the epigenomic environment with potential trans-
effects. Our preliminary results in rice showed that transgressive segre-
gants exhibit high frequency of acquired or lost DNA methylation mostly
in CHH context, which in some instances correlated with the patterns of
24-nt siRNA expression (Fig. 4). This suggests that parental epigenomic
confrontation may have created novel patterns of DNA methylation,
which correlated with transcriptome signatures. Different combinations
of trans-effect loci and core genes with either parental or non-parental
methylation patterns can possibly be created in rare recombinants.

7. Why are transgressive segregants rare?

The conventional wisdom in plant breeding is that transgressive seg-
regants are the rarest individuals in the population. However, it is logical
to think that this phenomenon may actually be more common in plant
breeding populations than is currently appreciated, depending on the
level or resolution by which the phenotype is examined [50]. It is
common in plant breeding that genetic populations are not screened for
certain traits unless one of the parents exhibit superior phenotype for that
trait. But it is now recognized that phenotype alone is not an adequate
indicator of the true potential of an individual as genetic donor because of
the possibility of positive or negative combintorial effects. For instance, in
the Xian/Indica (IR29) x Aus (Pokkali) RIL population of rice that we
profiled for salinity tolerance, we have identified individuals that were
clearly superior to the salt-tolerant Aus parent and inferior to the salt-
sensitive Xian/Indica parent based on Na+/K+ ratio and magnitude of
visible injury and growth impairment [30,31]. Additionally, transgression
for other physiological or biochemical attributes that may or may not be
contributory to salinity tolerance were also observed. Perhaps many of

these transgressive attributes, if contributory to other phenotypes, may
represent just few of the many trans-effect components. While they are
clearly transgressive relative to parental signatures, their individual per-
ipheral effects are too small to translate to detectable phenotypic gains. It
is likely that they may translate to incremental phenotypic gains if
combined with transgression for many other peripheral effects or with
compatible core effects.

Given the simple hypothesis that transgressive phenotypes are
consequences of global complementation, interaction and synergy be-
tween parental alleles of the core and peripheral genes or loci, each of
which has a likelihood of being associated with negative genetic/allelic
linkage drag, positive transgression would then require many genera-
tions of recombination and large number of segregating individuals to
break as many of the compromising linkage drags from various loci that
would otherwise contribute positively to beneficial synergies (Fig. 1A).
An extended view of genetic linkage drag is physiological drag. Similarly,
it will require many generations of recombination to achieve the most
optimal coupling of compatible physiological or biochemical attributes,
and/or to uncouple all the antagonistic physiological attributes that
represent significant costs or trade-offs. In other words, the rarity of
transgressive segregants in a population is perhaps due to the fact that
many of the ideal combinations with potential for transgressive syner-
gies may often be polluted by negative genetic linkage effects and/or
costly physiological drags, undermining the chances for net positive
gains (Fig. 3). Additionally, the occurrence of ideal epigenomic changes
that translate to optimal complementation or synergistic effects are
probably inherently rare, as many generations of meiosis are necessary
to fix them to heritable state. It is for all of these reasons that trans-
gressive segregants are often viewed as negligible exceptions in
breeding populations, because they are not very amenable to conven-
tional genetic prediction or selection. How to select for epigenetic
changes that translate to desirable phenotypes in genetic populations
also remains a question.

8. Modeling a transgressive genome, epigenome and rewired
network

Without the need for elaborate phenotyping, genomic selection
promises high resolution identification of desirable and perhaps even
rare recombinants in breeding populations for traits governed by
complex multi-locus interactions. The whole paradigm is based on the
modeling of the most ideal genome-wide combinations from specific
training populations with elaborate phenotypic data, and the applica-
tion of derived equations to select the best individuals in a test popu-
lation without phenotypic data. Standard biparental QTL mapping
studies have been successful in detecting both complementary and
epistatic combinations that produced transgressive phenotypes, even
with relatively low genomic resolution [14,20]. With genomic selec-
tion, the technology is ripe to address the higher level complexities
surrounding genomic combinationand interaction, above and beyond
the achievements of QTL mapping.

Integrating the high resolution genomic selection models and equa-
tions derived from large number of training populations representing a
wide spectrum of genetic and phenotypic diversity across natural germ-
plasm could facilitate the creation of a pan-genome scale modeling plat-
form. These information will provide a rich permutation of combinations
that could be mined for consensus genomic patterns across progenies, as
well as the type of parental contrasts with the maximum likelihood for
both positive and negative transgression. However, as powerful as it may
sound, given the rarity and the complexity of interactions and synergies
that govern transgressive segregation, and the added complications of
genetic linkage and physiological drags, successful modeling will require
not only large and diverse training populations, but also a multi-dimen-
sional approach than what is afforded by conventional marker-based
genotyping or genotyping-by-sequencing, in order to profile each in-
dividual at the highest resolution possible. After all, transgressive
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segregation is not just about certain combinations of gene and/or allele
sequences across the genome, but rather it is about how those combina-
tions create modified regulatory networks as highlighted in the
Omnigenic Theory. Therefore, integrating a comprehensive tran-
scriptome, metabolome, proteome and physiological phenome datasets
with genome sequence information will be critical for modeling and
predicting the hallmark features of transgressive segregants. Genomics-
enabled plant breeding should also adopt the paradigm of ‘personalized
genomics medicine’ for a system-level approach to each individual in a
population as a unique signature with unique potential [51].

The potential contributions of DNA methylation to transgressive
segregation can be justified by parallels with synthetic allopolyploids,
and by various indications that genome and transcriptome shocks are
relatively common occurrences in both interspecies and intraspecies
hybrids. Non-additive patterns in the transcriptome have been shown to
be heritable, presumably due not only to heritable sequence variation
but also to heritable changes in DNA methylation [23,52]. Recognizing
the important synergy between the genome whose fundamental role is
to make RNAs, and the epigenome whose role is to fine-tune how, when
and where RNAs are to be made, in light of transgressive phenotypes, it
may be an opportune time for plant breeding to embrace the paradigm
that phenotypic potential may not be fully explained by DNA sequence
variation alone (Fig. 5). While DNA methylation is not a random oc-
currence in the genome, but it is rather sequence dependent, trans-
generationally stable, and regulated by intricate genetic and biochem-
ical mechanisms including transposable elements and ncRNAs, the
question of how to select for epigenomic signatures contributing to
novel transcriptomic patterns or phenotypes is still a vague concept.
Methylome profiling has become an integral component of the epige-
nomics tool box that is now available to plant breeding, while

technologies to profile histone modification and chromatin structure
such as Hi-C analysis and chromatin immunoprecipitation are also be-
coming more accessible at a large-scale. Therefore, epigenomic in-
formation must be integrated to the genomic modeling platform to
capture the potential epigenetic components of regulatory synergies,
towards sequenced-based selection of possible epiloci contributing to
phenotypic potential.

Lastly, large numbers of individuals generated in plant breeding
populations are often discarded without detailed analysis, after the
general population trends are uncovered and a subset of desired in-
dividuals are selected for advancement through the pipeline. Given the
semi-random nature of interactions that create transgressive attributes,
examining large numbers of individuals in breeding populations that
are otherwise discarded may have tremendous value towards identi-
fying novel synergies. Parental phenotypes are not always adequate
measures of the true potential of genetic donors unless their combina-
torial effects are known, perhaps not just through genetic effects but
through epigenetic effects or their combination.

9. Conclusion

Products of genetic recombination reflect global changes with a
gradient of sub-optimal to optimal effects, as opposed to a single or few
changes caused by mutation or targeted genetic manipulation. During
evolution, genome-scale changes may have better chances of survival if
they are free from negative genetic or physiological drags, while a
single genetic change has higher likelihood of disappearing as a con-
sequence of selection. Consistent with this view, transgressive segre-
gants are recognized to play important roles in adaptive evolution be-
cause of their unique advantages under ecological niches not optimal to

Fig. 5. Multi-layered complexity of phenotypic expression based on the intricate synergy between the genome, epigenome and environmental factors (E). Top panel
(center) shows the flow of genetic information as classically defined by the central dogma of molecular biology. DNA sequence variation contributes to the flow of
information from DNA to protein, by virtue of the function of the genome as an RNA-synthesizing platform (i.e., all types of RNA including mRNA and ncRNA). DNA
methylation and post-translational modification of histones through acetylation and methylation determine how the RNA-synthesizing platform is packaged into
chromatin, providing another layer of fine-tuning to the flow of genetic information via transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) or heterochormatin effects. Specific types
of trans-acting ncRNA (miRNA) also facilitate fine-tuning of the flow of genetic information via post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS). Novel genomic and
epigenomic combinations are created by genetic recombination and likely by genome shock during hybridization of genetically divergent parents. Altogether, these
modifications define the nature of biological synergy and phenotypic potential of an individual in a segregating or recombinant population. Bottom panel is a
hypothetical prediction of the gain in expression when gene-X is regulated combinatorially at the levels of transcription (central dogma), TGS (DNA methylation),
and PTGS (miRNA). Model was based on the analysis of rice genes with known cognate miRNA and differentially methylated at CHH context. DNMT=DNA
methyltransferases; DME=DNA demethylases; HAC=histone acetyltransfreases; HDAC=histone deacetylases; HMT=histone methyltransferases;
HDM=histone demethylases.
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the rest of the population. There are indications that genome and
transcriptome shocks are relatively common in plant breeding popula-
tions, driving transposable element destabilization and changes in DNA
methylation landscape. Current thinking based on abundance of genetic
and genomic data supports the theory that transgressive segregation
likely has both genetic and epigenetic components, either in conjunc-
tion with each other or independent from each other.

Consistent with ecological and evolutionary theories, transgressive
segregants in plant breeding that are likely due to genetic and/or epi-
genetic effects are more common for adaptive traits such as tolerance to
abiotic stresses, water and nutrient use efficiency, as well as various
components of seed yield potential that provide advantages for survival
and competition. This important aspect of the evolutionary process
appeared to be under-appreciated in plant breeding as a tremendous
leverage to achieve the novel plant phenotypes for the 21st century.
Modern cultivars represent only a fraction of the total genetic potential
of landraces and wild species, which remain to be fully exploited. This
natural variation presents enormous possibilities to create many pos-
sible genomic and epigenomic effects that may lead to novel pheno-
types relevant to emerging ecological constraints. Evolution is telling us
important lessons that should be incorporated into the new paradigms
for genetic manipulation of crops, especially for complex traits such as
adaptation. New approaches should be modeled with careful thoughts
of how optimization occurred during evolution. Evidence from evolu-
tionary biology supporting that wide recombinants have better chances
of exhibiting novel phenotypes that are beneficial under certain en-
vironments should not be over-shadowed by the big promises of more
recent targeted approaches for manipulating plant phenotypes. Rather,
the two approaches should be complementary.

Finally, the new breeding paradigm for addressing the grand chal-
lenge to food security in the 21st century when agriculture is facing
conditions that are sub-optimal to the expression of maximum pro-
ductivity potential of crops, must aim to go beyond monogenic and
polygenic effects and how they are currently addressed by functional
genomics. Rather, the new paradigm must be geared towards eluci-
dating and selecting for complex interactions in the genome and epi-
genome that go beyond what was already accomplished by ideotype
breeding and simple introgression or transgenic-based crop breeding.
These interactions represent the high-hanging fruits that could push the
inherent genetic potentials beyond what have already been achieved by
breeding crops that thrive best under ideal environments. Novel
germplasm representing not only allelic potentials, but also genomic
and epigenomic potentials that have not been fully utilized in the past is
a critical component of the success of the new plant breeding paradigm.
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